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CASE 65.-Gastrostrny: Carcinomna of Oesopiagits.
W. D., male, aged 59. Patient, although unable to swallow

solids, and very little fluid, was still in fair -condition, but
suffering a good deal of pain. Injection 6 cg. in dorsi-lumbar
interspace. Owing to an error in arranging the table, the an-
algesia ran rather high and fairly rapidly, reaching the clavicles
in three minutes. Patient became rather pallid, but his
respiration remained good throughout; he complained of
inability to cough, a sign I have noted in a few other cases of
very high analgesia, where the intercostals have been affected.
The pulse was also feeble for some minutes, but at no time did
his condition cause anxiety. Analgesia at this time found to
reach third cervical; diaphragmatic respiration good. A Senii's
gastrostomy was easily and quite painlessly performed, retching
only occurring on two occasions, when a mouthful of bile was
ejected. Operation lasted twenty-five minutes, at the end of
which a little oxygen was given for the patienit's comfort, not
because he was cyanosed. Fifteen minutes after returning to
bed, analgesia had fallen to the fifth dorsal. No after-effects,
except pyrexia. Pulse 87, temperature 99.80. Convalescence
normal.
N.B.-This case represents the hlighest analgesia I have

ever obtained, with the exception of those cases done by
Jonnesco's method.5 It was unintentional, nunlecessary, and
should not have occurred. It, however, again serves to prove
the immunity of the heart to the influeilce of stovaine, and
supports the statement I have made elsewlhere that the success
of Jonnesco's method is not necessarily due to the presence of
strychnine.
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A NEW discovery, in surgery or any other craft, usually
passes through certain well-defined stages of development.
Originally it is in the hands -of one or more enthusiasts,
who produce results not remarkable for their uniform
success or their practical usefulness, but merely for the
fact that it is found possible to produce any resuLlts at all
in an entirely novel way. The first aviators were content
with showing that it was possible to fly, without caring
greatly where they arrived.
The next stage is that in which a number of men apply

themselves to the improvement of methods, and succeed
in demonstrating that it is possible for experts to produce
results of practical value. The third stage is that in
which the members of the craft concerned decide whetller
the use of the new discovery is to be confined to experts, or
whether it is sufficiently easy, safe, and useful to become
part of the equipment of the ordinary worker.

It is clear that spinal anaesthesia h-as passed thlroglh
the first two stages, and is now in the third. Without
going into the history of its development in detail, the fact
that it is possible to produce it has been abundantly
demonstrated. The publication of a series of successful
cases by men who have given special attention to it, has
shown that in their hands it is capable of yielding useful
results.
The question now is, Whether it is to remain in the

hands of.experts, like x rays, bronchoscopy, and the many
ingenious and elaborate mnethods which are used in the
surgery of the nose, throat and thorax, or whether it is to
take its place, like iodine, rubber gloves, and Arbuthnot
Lane's bone plates, in the outfit of the ordinary surgeon.
And in deciding this we have to consider not only whether
it is easy, effective and safe, but wlhether it has any
such advantages over chloroform and ether as would
justify us in preferring it, either in all possible cases, or
in certain selected ones.
The present paper does not aim at showi'ng wvhat can be

done with the method, nor at suggesting that still better
results can be got with an improved technique or a new
solution. It is simply an account of the way in which the
results of its use have worked out over a reasonably large
number of cases in a niative hospital where the conditions
are by no means ideal, and where the administration has
been conducted by a large number of men without special
experience. Such a recorcl will give a broader and fairer
view of the good and bad points of the method for general

use, than details of a smaller number of cases in the hands
of one lan.-
For this purpose I have taken thefirst 500 cases in which

it was used in my wards. Various drugs have been used,
and various instruments and methods; the injections have
been given by myself,my assistant surgeon, a large number
of successive residents and house-surgeons, and, just
recently, by the anaesthetist. In all instances the student
to whom the case was allotted has filled up, at the time of
administration, a form giving details of the drug and dose,
the level of the injectioln, the nature of the operation, the
time taken, the level reached by the anaesthesia, the sym-
ptoims during operation, etc. This form, has then been put
up over the patient's bed, and the house-surgeon on his
roLnds lhas inquired for anld noted any after-effects which
followed in the next few days. These forms were copied
into a register on the patient's discharge.
The patients were, with three exceptions, males; they

varied in age from 9 to 90, and were mostly fellaheen, tllat
is to say, agricultural labourers and small farmers, with a
fair proportion of towlnsfolk from Cairo itself.

Before the operation the patients, as a rule, lhad their
back and operation area sterilized with iodine in the ward
and covered wvith dressings. They were next wheeled
into the anaesthetic room, and sat or lay on the stretcher
with their backs bent to receive the injection. They were
then at once laid on their backs, wheeled into the theatre,
and lifted on to the table. Their leads were raised on
a pillow, ancd a screen was arranged across the table to
prevent them from seeing the operatioln, which was
usually beguni as soon as the re-sterilization and arrange-
ment of towels was complete. A student was told off to
sit at the head of the table to watch their condition and
talk to tlhenm. At the end of the operation they were put
on a stretchler and wheeled back to bed.

Tec7haiqte.
As regards the technique of injection, provided that tlhe

soluLtion is lodged in the righit place, the means used are
not very important. We have used a variety of needles
and syringes; personally I rather prefer a Record syringe
holding 3 or 4 c.cm. and the nickel needles employed by
Mr. Barlker. They are blunt and they bend, but one is
free from the risk of a rusty needle breaking and leaving
its point deep in the tissues. Whatever needle is used, it
must have a stylet which fits it accurately and is ground
and sharpened with it.
The disadvantage of iodine is that it hardens the skin

and makes it difficult to penetrate. The risk of carrying in
infection is probably overrated, and the method of intro-
ducing the needle througlh a drop of pure lysol placed on
the skin, without previous preparation, would very likely
be quite sufficient. I have used this as a routine in a large
number of intramuscular injections witlhout any ill effects;
but for spilnal anaesthesia in inexperienced lhalnds there is
more safety in having a larger sterilized area.
A line drawn between the highest points of the -iliac

crests gives the level of the fourth lumbar vertebra, and,
as will be seen below, it is a matter of indifference
through which lumbar space the injection is made, so it
is best to choose the one whiclh seems easiest. It is
easier to go just to one side of the middle line to avoid
the supraspinous and interspinous ligaments, and it should
be an absolute rule not to inject the anaestlhetizing solu-
tion except wlhile cerebro-spinal fluid is actually drippinig
fromli tIme needle. A faint staining of tllis fluid with blood
does not matter; the drippilng of pure blood means that
the needle is in the posterior spinal venous plexus.
Drawina spinal fluid into the syringe to mix with the
solution gives additional security that the needle is
rightly placed, but has no other advantage, and the rate
of injection seems to make no difference in the anaesthesia
produced. A fairly common blunder is to disconnect tIme
needle fromi the syringe before withdrawing it; this
allows solme of the injection to escape. The puncture
needs no dressing. Heavy injections (stovaine-glucose)
require a special arrangement of the patient, and are
referred to below. The syringe and needles must be
sterilized by boiling in water and not in soda solution,
as even a trace of alkali decomposes the solution.
The technique is very simple and requires no special

skill. All the anae,sthetizing solultions can easily be
procured sterilized in glass bulbs or ampoules.
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- N-atut,q of Operationes.
The operations this sersies hernias, of

which 22 were doulble, 6 were strangutlated, and 30
were comnbined with somiie other operation, usually for
lydrocele.
There were 117 operations on the genitals and urethra,

including amputation of the peniis, castration, operations
for stricture and stone in tlle urethela, liydrocele, and
varicocele, also a large number of extenisive bilharzial
fistulae of the perineum and its neighbouLrhood.
There were 37 operations of variouis kinds on the anus

and rectum and 102z on the bladder, of whiclh 8 were pro.
statectomies, 7 cystotomies for variouLs purposes, and the
remainder mostly lithotritkes.

, On the legs there were 51 operations, iineluding 8 amputa-
tionls through the femur and 9 (one double) thlrouglh the leg.
There were 5 operations on the knee-joint, and the rest
incluided wiring fractures, excision of the anlkle, and the
removal of sequiestra, of varicose veins, and of innocent and
mnalignant growths.
The only abdominial operations dlone were 4 removals of

tlle appendix and 4 for fistulae of the abdom-iinal wall.
One case of necrosis of the upper ribs was performied

undler cervical anaestlhesia.
It will be seen that this list containis m-ost of the conmmion

operations below the navel, and that operations above this
level have practically not been attempted. It is quiite
possible, by injecting at a higlher level, to get a satisfac-
tory anaesthesia for abdominal work, especially pelvic;
Ibt for general use I have felt that the proper sphere of
the method lies below this. In the operations m-lentioned
above, the limitations of time and space are pretty well
lefined beforehand. In the abdomen this is often not the
case, and it is doubtful if it is wvise to teach students to rely
on stovaine for their general abdominal work in the future.
Gynaecology, where the main part of the work is pelvic, is,
in these respects, on rather a different footing.

There is no douibt tllat olne of the most valuable applica-
tions of the method is in abdominal conditions involving
shIock; but these are not routine cases, thley do not come
within the scope of this paper, and they are not suitable for
treatment by this method except by experienced surgeons.

Resut lts.
The results can be summarized as follows:
There were 12 cases in which it was found impossible to

give any injection; tllese are not counted in the series.
There were 3 deaths either at the time of operation

or slhortly afterwards.
There were 38 cases in wlichl the injection was given,

but no anaesthesia followed, and a further 18 in which it
was insuifficient, anid had to be suipplemiiented by cliloro-
form. In the remaining 444 cases tlhe anaesthesia was
sufficient. So that, working uncder the conditions de--
scribed above, we have had 2.34 per cent. in which the
method could not be used, ancl in the remainder there was
a mortality of 0.6 per cent.; while in 11 per cent. the
anaesthesia was either abselnt or not suifficient for the
whole operation. The m-letlhod proved entirely satisfactory
in only 86.7 per cent. of the total nuimber attemptedl. Of
coturse, a large proportion of tlle failures wvere duie to mis-
takes or to the use of defective inistruments or soluLtionis.
Three-quarters of the failiiYres to administer occurred in
the period covered by the first 100 cases, and a nuimber of
the insufficient anaesthesias were certainly due to decom-
position of the solutions.
But it seems probable that in inexperienced lhands the

percentage of failures from these and similar causes would
not fall far short of 10 per cent.

Failares in Adm)iinistration (12 Cases).
On one occasion the usual needle had been sent to be

sharpened, and one only 6 cm. long was used instead. It
failed to reach the canal in one case, produced only a
partial anaesthesia in another, and in a third, where the
depth was less, it acted perfectly.

In 2 cases the stylet was missing, and the nieedle-a
steel one, ground rather flat-acted likc a cheese-taster,
and became blocked with a cylinder of ligament and fat
eaclh timne it was introduced.
In 5 cases repeated attempts failedl to reach thle

canal, and in 4 nothing b-ut blood canme from tlhe needle.
One of these last was a case in hich I tried to inject a

4

patient for my colleague, Dr. Dobbin. The woma hd an
enolrnlous ovarian cyst, her back was oedematorrs, andl her
superficial veins dilated. Probably the needle entered a
dilated venous plexus behind the space.
The first three failures could have been easily avoided

by using a proper needle with a stylet; the others
represent a certain proportion of patients in whoom it is
difficult to reach the canal, either from the small size of
the interval available or from the presence of a dilated
venous plexus.

I do not think skill plays any great part. The problem
is mnerely to introduce a needle through any one of the
lumbar spaces, and most men, if they are told what to do
and lhave seen it done once, can do it quite easily. If they
fail in one space they usually succeed in another; nor is
any hain, beyond slight pain to the patient, likely to
follow an unsuccessful attempt.

Deatf7s (3 Cases).
Deatlh from spinial anaesthesia, wlheln it ocCulrs, seems to

occulr at once-that is to say, duLring or at the end of the
operation. I have only had one case in which tllere was any
question of a delayed effect tlhat was of a man of 70 witlh
prostatic retention, whose prostate was remiioved under
novocain. He was noted as being " all riglht" the niglht
after the operation, but the next day lie developed coimia
and died. He lhad a large secondary poutch n h-is bladder
and an advanceed double pyelitis, so that hi; coma was
probably renal; tlle oldy thing pointing to h,1 anaesthetic
was some oedema of the brain. He can lhardly be considered
an anaesthetic death.
The 3 deaths due to the anaesthetic all occurred on the

operating table. In a good many patients there is some
depression soon after anaesthesia is established, shown by
vomiting, yawning, or faintness, and where patients are in
a critical condition tllis may go oni to actual failure of
heart or breathing.

1. The first case was a mani of 90 witlh an enlarged prostate,
whlo was so feeble that he seemed unfit for clhloroform.
Moreover, I had recently had a good result with a similar case
in whiclh the patient seemed to have no shock, and could be fed
at once after the operationi, so I decide(d to give him stovaine.
At the end of the operation, which lasted seventeen minutes,
his pulse and breathing failed, and he died half an hour later.

Post-miiortema Eaminiatioi. - Emphysema, fatty heart, one
kidlney destroyed by calculus.

2. A man of 45 with a suprapubic fistula, who died in a few
minutes of lheart failure.

Post-mizorte)a Exa)wnationi.-Advanced bronchitis, commencing
broncliopiieumoniia, acute pleurisv, tricuspid orifice 5A in.
round, septic l)ladder and kidnieys.

3. A young maln who hadl had ani amputationi for cruslhed leg
the day before, anid developerl. free haemorrlhage from the
stuml). He wvas givenl stovaine wlhile the flaps were opened up,
and died in seven minuttes. This case was under the jurisdic-
tion of the Parquet, andcl the body decomposed before anly
examinationi was ma(le.

In the first case my slhort experience of the method
(36 cases) led me to expect too much help from it. In a
similar case I should now insert a suprapubic drain under
cocaine.
The second patient slhouldinever lhave come to operation,

and would not have done so- hadl the routine examiination
of the chest in the ward been carried out properly.
In the third case the risk was great. The shock of tl-e

accident and the previous operation added to loss of blood
then anid later, made him unfit for any further anaes-
tlhetic, and what was necessary would have been better
done without one.

It is probable that all tlhree wouldbhave died unider
chloroforni, and their deaths should not, I think, be
credited to any special danger inherent in spinal anaes-
thesia, although it is necessary to record the fact that they
did occur under it.

I may addl that since the conclusion of this series of
cases I have had no fturther deatlhs under spinal anaestliesia
in my section.

Comn,plete Failitres (38 Cases).
In these instances cerebro-spinal fluLid escaped from the

needle after insertion; the injection was apparently
successful, and yet no anaesthesia followed. Some cannot
be explained, but a good many were due to some fault in
the solution. For example, I ordered a stock of thlree
different solutions from a first-rate firm of London
chemists. These arrived, and proved successful in a
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numiiber of cases. Then several failures occurred in
succession, and little oily drops were noticed adherent to.
the sides of the ampoules. I ceased to use tlhemll, anld later
received a letter from the clhemnists to say that they kept
control ampoules, and that these had deconipoged. The
fault apparently lay in the kind of glass used for imiaking
the bulbs. Ordinary glass, rich in sodiumi, has 'a good
deal of soluble alkali in it, alnd stovaine is decomposed
by any trace of alkali. If distilled water is boiled in a
new glass beaker, it becomes alkaline to a test solution,
and at least two days' steaming is required to extract this
soluble alliali. The only glass which is nearly free from
soluble alkali when it is new is the hard Bohemian glass,
containing more potassium than sodium. The best results
were got by using ampoules from a French firmii (Poulenc),
and even with these, which are made of hard glass, I find
notes on three occasions that after a group of failures
"a new box" of tlle same solution lhas acted perfectly.
Two of these notes were in August and one in May, so
that probably the heat of the Egyptian' climate is partly
to blame. Solutions malde locally and put into bulbs of
ordinary glass were responsible for several failures,
probably for the same reason. Ampoules are so clean and
h-andy and portable that for general outside use it would
be difficult to replace them, although freshly made
solutions are probably. more reliable. But the Frenclh
ampoules would probably be satisfactory in a cool
climate.

Partial Failrecs (18 Cases).
In one case. there was "'partial anaesthesia of the

scrotum and paralysis of the legs " after ten miiinutes, but
after fifteen minutes the anaesthesia was localized in the
right side of the scrotum only. This suggests that the
solution (injected in the third lumiibar space) had been
partially deposited outside the common cavity. In another
the fluid is noted to have flowed " very freely ' from the
nieedle, and "very little was allowed to escape." TIme case
preceding. which received on the sanme day tlle same dose
of the same solution, also lhad " a very free flow,' but it is
nloted that "' plenty" was allowed to escape, and the anaes-
thesia was excellent. This suggests that where the
pressure is very high there may be a certain amoiunt of
leakage into the tissues from the puncture ill the dura,
unless the intradural pressure is relieved before injectilng.

In anotlher case the needle wvas disconnected from tIme
syringe before withdrawal. Loss occurred, and tlle
anaesthesia, whiclh was in otlher respects satisfactory,
disappeared before the end of the lhour occupied by the
operation.

In several other patients the anaesthesia was good, but
passed off early. It was sufficient for the operation oni one
side of a double hernia, but niot for the other (2 cases); or
for a herniia but not for its accompanying hydrocele
(2 cases); or it enaded in 20 minutes, 27 nminutes, 30 minutes,
20 minutes, etc.
In other instances the anaesthesia was sufficielnt locally,

but traction on the mesentery caused epigastric paini, and
chloroform was given to avoid this; wlhile in yet others
anaesthesia was partial throughouLt. So tllat these partial
failures resolve themselves into cases where the anaesthesia
was too short, those in which it was too low, anad those in
wlhlich it was too weak. Apart from errors of techrique
they were probably duie to the routine dose being insuffi
cient for the individual patient, or to some defect in tlle
Eolution.

Symptoms at t7te Timle of O)peration.
In a fair nuluber of cases some dlepression follows the

onset of anaesthesia; the patient yawns, complains of
feeling sick or giddy, and very commonly asks for a drink
of water. In a few this is marked enough to require
brandy or strychnine. This stage only lasts for a few
mlinutes, and then the patient settles down into a condition
of mental and bodily comfort, which lasts till the operation
is over.

Altogether there were 16 cases of volmliting, 7 of nausea,
and 5 of faintness sufficiently marked to be noted. Quite
apai- from this group of symptoms, there have been
nausea and epigastric pain (in one case actual vomiting)
pcoduced by pulling on the peritoneum or the cord in
hernia op,erations. This was noted in only 4 cascs, but
occurred to a slight degree in many mi-ore; it was never
serious. In the same class are the cases, of wAhich 3 are

noted, in wlichl forcible distension of the bladder in wasli-
inig out aftei a lithotrity cauised pain, although the interior
of the bladder was apparently anaesthetic.
These are simiiple examiples of interference, witlh a sensi-

tivc region above tlhe level of anaesthesia. Tlley can be
avoided, as a rutle, as soon as tIme patient begins to com-
plaini.

If patients lhave not had a preliiminiary purge tlleir
bowi-els are often opened on tIme table, simply from relaxa-
tioln of the splhincter. This is unpleasant, but can hardly.
be called a symlptolmi; it can be avoided by giving an
enelmia previously in the ward.

S!p))1Jponis follo tn-iny Operatlion.
For these I lhave hliad to depend ili most cases oln tlhe

notes of muy house-surgeons made on the slip lhung over
the bed for the purpose. In 107 cases no note was made.
Inquiry slhowed that this was very seldom due to slackness,
buit to the fact that the house-surgeons, especiallv new
ones, did not appreciate the importance of recording tlhe
absence of symptomls. If there was nothing to record
they contenited themselves withlnot recording anytlling,
and one may fairly assumiiie thlat in these cases there were
at any rate no symiaptoms requiring treatment.

In 186 cases there was a definlite note that the patients
had no after-effects wAhatever, and in a furtlher 115 there
was ouly some headache or backache lastinig a day or less.
So that it appears that in 402 cases (80 per cent.) there
were nio after-sylmptoms of importance.
Of the patients presenting symptoms, most comuplained

of pain in the head or back. In 54 cases this lasted for two
days, in 27 for three or more, and it was in some instances'
severe; so that the proportion of serious backache and
headache was considerable (about 16 per cent.), ancd these
symi ptoms occurred in somiie degree in nearly 40 per cent.

This was a serious drawback to the method, anid various
devices were used to avoid it. Allowing fluid to escape
freely at the time of injection, diluting the solution by
drawiing up spinal fluid and injectinig slowly, lhad Io1
effect. Mr. Tlhom, lately Resident at the hospital, in his
paper' on the use of stovainie in shock, remarks on the rise
of pressure wlhichl took place in one case betweeni the first
and second injection of stovaine, and suggests running off
the spinal fluid at the end of the operation in ordler to
avoid after-effects. He suggested this to mne at the time,
anld it seemed reasoinable to suppose that it would do good,
not only by relieving the pressure but also by withdrawing
some of the solution employed. I tried it in 8 cases,
remloving as mluch .fluid as ran freely just before the
patient left the theatre. Of these 8 cases, 5 had nio

symptoms. but the other 3 had backache and headache
Druigs and purgatives had no better effect.
The headaclhe seemed to depend oni sonle later reaction,

for, thouglh umany patients complained of it the samlle niglht
or the next morning, witlh others it did not begin till two
or even three days after the operation. The imost probable
explanation was that it was due to a reaction of the
irritated membranes, leadinig to a rise of tension some
time after the irritant had been absorbed or had decom-
posed. This suggested tapping the space, not immediately
after operation, but later, when the reaction and rise of
tension had already developed. In three severe cases inl
wllich this was done comnplete and lasting relief was pro-
duced within a few minutes, but whether this would
always be the case it is not possible to say. My own im-
pression is that persolns with serious illness and low vitality
enjoy a certain immunity to these after-effects, and this
nmay be due to a naturally low blood pressure. Certainly,
my patients-all men, and many of them well and
vigorous-suffered much more from headache than Dr.
Dobbin's gynaecological patients. This difference, whiclh
has often puzzled me, may possibly be accounted for by
the men's higher level of strength, vitality, and (pre-
sumably) blood pressure; for it can hardly have a sexual
basis, and the conditions are otherwise practically the
same. We employ, as a rule, the same dose of the same

solution given in the same way for both men and women.

Amorgst the various symptoms noted in addition to

these are post-operative vomiting (2), rigor (6), giddi-
ness (1). slow thinking and dullness (3), loss of rectal

control (1), twitching of the occipito-frontalis (1), pain in

the eyes (1), pain in legs (7), numbness and weakness (3),
retention (2),-loss of miemory for two days (1), impaii-ed

i68 Thu BRITSE -1-648 MDICAL JOuNAL I ftEC.- 23,. I911--
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woveinent of leg (1). A good mlany also lhad a rise of
temperatuLre for a day or tw-o.

This seems a serious list, but actually (except for a case
of pain in the legs which lasted in some degree for a week)
these symptoms were naot severe, 'Usually passed off in
twenty-four hours, and never lasted for more than two
days. Tlhe completeness of the list is due to the keenness
and thoroughness of the lhouse-sturgeons; for our patients
do not of their own accord complain of anything except
severe pain, and would not be likely to volunteer statements
as to slowvness of tlLought and dullness.
The only patient of these 500 wlho showed-anytlhing like

a lasting after-effect was a policeman, who complainled of
persistent pain in the back after an injection of tropacocaine
for a lithotr-ity. He attended my out-patient (department
for several weeks, and was givel "liglt duty "; finally lie
ceased to attend, and I suppose went back to duty. The
Egyptian police are mainly conscripts, and even in the
Britislh volutnteer armly idiopatlhic pain in the back is
sometimes brought on by the mere prospect of a hard
day's wvork. It is likely that this policeman started with
a genuLiine backaclhe, and, finding it attracted a flattering
amoiunt of attention and allowed hiim a life of leisure, wvas
lotlh to part with it.
Of the serious ocular and otlher paralyses wlichlh.ave

been put oni record I have as yet had nio experience here,
cithler in this series of cases or otut of it.:'

The Solutions Ise(l.
These include iiovocain, tropacocaine, stovaine, stovaiiie-

gtlcose, stoyaine-strychniine, and stovaine-adreiialini. Tlhey
differ to solue extent in their action, but are all capable of
producing a wolrkable anaesthesia.
Novocain was used in the form of tabloids lhaving the

followinig compositioni:
Novocain ... . .. 0.15 gram
Suprarenini borate ... .. 0.000325 gram

Dissolv,ed in 3 c.cmi. normal salinie.
Two cases -were successful; the anaesthesia wxas perfect

anid lasted in eaclh case for onie and a half hours. Thev
botlh lhad a rigor aild headache afterwards. The tbir4i
case was the prostatectomy described with the fatal cases:
the lpatient died oii the following day. I do niot thinl the
novocain can be blamed for the deatlh, buit I decided not to
uise it again, as these tlhree cases, done on tlle same day,
w%ere not encouraging.

Tropacoca-ine was procuredi in the form of powder, of
-which about 0.5 gram dissolved in water or saline was given
in 25 cases. The peculiarity of this drug lay in the heiglht
of tlle anaestliesia (which witlh lumbar injections conmmonly
reaclhed the thlird or fouirth rib) anid in its character. It
was an analgesia ratlher than an anaestlhesia. The senisa-
tion of pain was abolislhed, but that of touch remainecl,
and thiere was very little paralysis; several patients
were naoted as beinlg able to move and raise their legs
throuLghout.
A typical case was the first one, ini whiclh the anaes-

tlhesia rose to the level of the third rib with an injection
into the second lumbar space. The lnote is: "Motion
unaffected; thle patient coultld raise hiis legs ancd kick.
Analgesia absolute; ordinary sensation present in some
degree all over, but niot interpreted rightly. No after-
effects." This probably renders tropacocaine a safer drug
even witlh high anaesthesia, but from the operative point
of view a complete paralysis suclh as is given by stovainie
is ratlher an advantage.

Storaine-glucose (Barker) was given in 13 cases. Tlle
formiula used was:

Stovainie .,
G lulcose
Water to

... ,.. ,.. 0.10 gram

... ... ... 0.10 ,
... ... ... 2.00 c.cn.

put up in aml)oules locally. AbouLt lhalf this quanitity was
genierally used.

It was easy, by varying the position of the patien-t in
accordance with Mr. Barker's directions, to produce at will

Correction whtile in thte Press.-A case has jtist come to my

notice in which persistent headache followed the use of stovaine. The
patient was a man who came in in March, 1911, with a parasitic
grannuloima. He was given stovaine; this failed, and the operation
was p)erformed unider chloroform. In June, while I was in England,
he retuirnied, complaining. that some degree of headache had persisted
sincee the date of the operation. He was treated for a few days, and
discharged relieved; he has not returned since. I never saw him, and
canlnot say how far his headache can be connected with the stovaine.

eitlher a pure sacral anaesthesia-that is, over the- lower
two-thirds of scrotum, perineunm, anus, back of tlhighs and
sacrum, and legs -below the knee-a lumbar 4pnaesthesia,
or (for demonstration purposes) a unilateral anaesthesia
becoming bilateral'when the patient was rolled on to hlis
back. The after-effects were rather severe; 10 out of 13
eases had headache and backaele in varyingc degrees.
The method is satisfactory and m-anageable, buit for

doing operations for hernia, stone, etc., lhas no advantages
over the lighter solutions, while for teaching stude-ts; it
has the drawback of requiring more care and sense. Whliat
is required for teaching and general use is a method wbchich
shall be reasonably safe even in the hands of a careless or
stupid anaesthetist. The precision with wlhielh the in,
jectioii can be placed in a desired region miiakes onoc fea;
that under such conditions it nliglit be localized equally
definiitely in an nindesired one. Witlh stovaine-adrenalin it
requires nio spebial skill or care to produce uniforni results
sufficient for any operation below the niavel, and it is
difficult to convert them into anything danigerous.
So that although theoretically and ini capable hancds a

heavy solution is better, in tlle -way in which a pistol is
better than a blunderbuss, for routille work in inexpe-
rienced lhands its disadvantages seen-ied to me to outweiglh
its advantages.

Stova ine was used alonie in 53 cases, in a dosage of about
0.06 grain dissolved in water or saline; and

Stome inc-strych7niine in 25 cases, witlh a forlnula-
Stovaine ...

Strychninle...
Water to ...

... ... ... 0.10 gram
0.001,

... ... :...1.00 ceCn.
andl a dosage of from l to 1 aimupoule.
Both of these were satisfactory enouglh, buit tlley had

the disadvantage of giving a rather shorter anaesthesia
than stovaine-adrenalin. They contributed ratlher more,
than their share to the cases where the anaesthesia was of
insuffieierxj durationa, and with tlhe stovaine-strychinine
especially there was apt to be a partial return of sensation
towards the end of the operation. There seems to be no
special advantage in introducing strychnine into the spinal
cavity ini every case, where it can be so readily given
lhypodernmically to those patients wlho ishow signs of need-
ing it. It apparently enables larger doses of stovaine to
be giveni, but if the resultant anaesthesia is no loniger or
better this is clearly no gain.
The use of stovaine-strychlline for hii.gh anaesthesia is

referred to below.
Stovaiie-adrenalin (Billon) was used in 381 cases. Iti

formuiiiila is:
Eipireniiii borate...
Stovaine ... .
ISodium clhloride ...
WVater to ... .

0..0.0026 gram
.. 0.08 it

.. 0.0022 ,,
... 2.00 c.rn.

and its specific gravity is just al)out that of cerebro-spinial
fluid. As a rule about 0.06 of stovaine was given; less
often the whole bulbful was injectedl.

It gives a very constant anaestlhesia of amiiple duration.
The suggestioni that the adrenalini is the chief cause of
after-effects does -not seem to have any truth in it. Ccm-
paring the 116 cases done with solutions free from
adrenalin with those done with solutions containing
adrenalin, the proportioni of one and two day headaches
works out almost exactly the same; while in the 24 cases
of headache lasting three days or inore, the proportion dute
to solutions qontaining adrenalin happens to be less tlaii
half that due to the other solutions.

Thl-e other less weighty objection to adrenalin is tllat it
is unnecessary. But I think, though it is not possible to
prove it fromt my notes, that it does actually prolong tle
anaesthesia, and my colleagtues, as well as myself, after
trying-various solutions, have come now to using this conl:
bination almost exclusively. At tlhe same time the differ-
encedis o.t great. Results of the sa-lmle class can be got
with many different formulae, and it is more importaut
to come. to some conclusion as to the value of thle method
as a whole than to discuss the relative imierits of the drugs
used im it.

The Lcicl of Ancaesthesia.
This varied with differenit solutions. With stovainie-

adrenalin the results can be summed up by Saying that
with few. exceptions an injection into any of the Ilulbar
spaces produces anaesthesia as hiah as the navel, while
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injections into the lower dorsal region extend it to the
lower end of the sternum.

Of these 381- cases, there are notes of the extent in 275;
in the others it is either not noted, or described as
"sufficient " or " insufficient."

Thirteen cases injected in the first lumbar space lhad an
average of 1 in. above the navel, more than half reached
exactly to it, and only one-fell below it.
One hundred and twenty-seven cases injected in the

second lumbar space averaged within half an inch of the
navel, and 86 (over two-thirds) reached exactly to it.
One hundred and twenty-one cases injected in the third

lumbar space averaged within half an inch of the navel,
Ynd 84 (over two-thirds) reached- exactly to it.
Of 10 cases injected in the fourth lumbar space, in 8 the

anaesthesia reached exactly to the navel.
Most of the patients were injected sitting, and

immediately laid flat on their backs.
It seems clear that under these conditions it makes no

d!ifference through which lumnbar space the injection is
made; the result is nearly always anaesthesia up to the
level of the navel.
The level can, however, be altered to some extent by

position. In several cases where the anaesthesia was at
first too low it was raised in a few minutes by lowering
the head end of the table, and could be made to rise and
fall several times in the same wav. This was noted at the
time in five patients, but occurred in many more. If we
are dealing with an inelastic fluid of uniform specific
gravity contained in a Figid tube, it is not clear why this
should occur; but it undoubtedly does occur, and provides
a very useful working adjustment.
rInjection inro- the dorsal region (10-11-12 D.) gives

anaesthesia averaging just above the xiphisternum, but
as I have used it in very few cases, while it has been
extensively employed by other writers, not much need be
said about it lhere. It gives a good relaxationa of the
abdominal wall.

Injection into the cervical region, as recomnmended by
Jonnesco, is never likely to be used extensively. I tried
it in 2 cases only. In each there was a flow from the
needle and the injection was easy. The first caselhad no
alnaesthesia, nor any ill effects, and probably the fluid
went astray.
The second patient was a man with caries of the upper

ribs, who received 0.03 gram stovaine with strychnine in
the first dorsal space. He had anaesthesia of the arms
and head, none of the legs, and the operation was carried
out. A quarter of an hour after the injection was given
respiration ceased and had to be carried on artificially for
about ten minutes. The patient then recovered, was
returned to the ward, and passed into a condition of noisy
mania, which was succeeded by entire loss of memory for
two days. After this he recovered completely.

I have not used the method again. There is no doubt
that anaesthesia can be produced in this way, but there is
too much risk of its becoming general and permanent.

Duration.
It was found impossible as a matter of routine to deter-

mine the duration of anaesthesia. Those cases in which
it fell short of tlle requirements of the operation are
classed under partial failures. In the rest it was sufficient,
and how far it was excessive was not determined.

In the only cases of which I have notes-16 in number
-it vwried from half an hour to two and a half hours,
and averaged an hour and ten minutes. Most of the
operations lasted, more or less, about half an hour, so this
leaves a good margin. The longest lasted an hour and
three-quarters (lithotrity of a large stone).

These figures were taken from the time when sensation
and motion began to return in the legs, but the workable
anaesthesia is probably longer, for the recovery of full
sensation is gradual. With fairly rapid operating the
anaestlhesia was ample for the kinds of operations which
were done. When it is not it is quite possible to give a
second injection. The reason I have not done so is that
it involves so much disturbance of the patient, and increases
the risk of sepsis.

Mliental Condition of Patients.
Most of our patients were of a stolid ruLstic type who

oiDk tliings as they came. They were sometimes rather

apprehensive till the operation wasbegun, and then, find-
ing that they were not hurt, they became quite contented.
They sometimes talked to the student, or smoked cigar-
ettes, and one man volunteered a song while his thigh was
being amputated.

It is a mistake with nervous patients to test carefully
for anaesthesia, for to do so destroys their confidence and
gives no information of value. Men of this type profess to
feel the slightest touch if they are questioned, but a 4-in.
incision, quietly made, causes no break in their conversa-
tion. Practically the preparations on the table give ample
time for anaesthesia to develop.

It is, of course, essential to have a proper screen; a
sterilized towel on an iron hoop clipped to the table does
very well. The patient's line of vision is so low that this
cuts off the instrument table and assistants from hiis sight,
and yet it allows the operator to see his face and speak to
him. One difficulty, dislike of exposure before an English
sister, has never been raised; thera seems to be a com-
plete mental detachment from the region anaesthetized.
If there is a specimen, such as a stone or a prostate, the
patients often ask to see it and sometimes want to take it
away.

It is very difficult to find out whether patients really
prefer spinal anaesthesia to general. The chief attendant
in the surgical wards, who has the most chance of
knowing, has several times assured me that they do.
Apparently the chance of feeling pain has less terrors for
them than that of going to sleep and not waking up.

I once found a man making a disturbance in the anaes-
thetic room, demanding to be discharged rather than have
chloroform. I took him into the theatre and let him talk
to a patient wlho was being operated on for hernia under
stovaine. The patienit laughed at hiim, and assured hiim
it was quite enjoyable ("By God, a sweet tlhing, my
brothier "), so he had. his operation under stovaine and
departed loudly grateful. It is, of course, a question of
teniperament. Frank Buckland is said to have refused
chloroform on the groundl that he wislhed " to be present
at the operation "; many people would risk a good deal to
avoid " being present." It is, at any rate, an advantage,
when patients have any stronig views on the point, to be
able to give them their choice.
On one occasion we tried to treat hysteria with stovaine.

The patient was sent to me by Dr. Warnock, Director of
the Government Hospital for the Insane. Slhe was a
buxom girl of about 25, quite sane, but possessed by the
idea that her legs could not be extended. She carried her
objection to stovaine so far as to bite one of the dressers,
but a little later she was able to sit ancd contemiplate lher
extended legs for nearly two hours. At the end of this
time she gradually drew them up, and the next day they
were less flexed, but she threatened a contraction of her
arm. She was discharged to her home, unrelieved.

Natives of this class treat hysteria as an evil spirit and
exorcize it by various ceremonies, one of whicli consists in
the patient riding a sheep round the room to the sound of
tambourines, and subsequently drinking its blood. This is
probably as good a treatment as any other, but for edu-
cated patients, stovaine, represented as a remedy, might
possibly make a lasting mental impression. At any rate, it
allows the patient to see for herself that extension and
passive movement are possible, whereas with a general
anaestlhetic she has only evidence at secondhand.

Conclusion.
The eases on whieh this paper is based give a reasonable

ground for forming an opinion on the value and drawbacks
of spinal anaesthesia as a routine method in a busy native
hospital. The successful cases eall for little comment, but
I have tried to deal fully with the failures.
A question which is often asked is wliether spinal anaes-

thesia is " better than chloroform." Looked at broadly, it
certainly is not. The discovery of stovaine by surgeons
who already possessed chloroform excited a good deal of in-
terest and appreciation; it is nothing to the enthusiasm
wi h which the discovery of chloroform would have been
greeted by men who knew no anaesthetic but stovaine.
The mere fact that chloroform produces with certainty an
anaesthesia of the whole body puts it into a different cate-
gory from an agent which produces with a high degree of
probability an anaesthesia of part of it. The question
is whether, in cases in which both are available, spinal
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anaesthesia ever. ossesses -advantagos overu :chIloroform
sufficient. to make,-us prefer it. I- For certain operations
we prefer cocaine. No oneAshuggests that it cani replace
chl-oroform, but we should be sorry to-be -without it.

Spinal anaesthesia has a great many, good points. It
seems reasonably- safe-.-reference to the thlree- fatal cases
in this series- shows that any one of theie wouldldave been
a bad risk with chloroform. Its materials are portable and
convenient, everything necessary for a dozen cases will go
in a pocket. The after-effects may be vexatious, but none
of -them so far have been very serious or at all lasting.
The anaestlhesia produced is fairly constant in its extent
andl of reasonably long duration. The technique is simple
and uniforrn, and does not demand the experience an(d
judgenment of a skilled anaesthetist for the wlhole period of
tlle operation. In fact, it is quite simple for the surgeon,
working single-handed, to produce the anaestlhesia and then
operate at his ease, with an occasional question or a glance
at-the patient's face. This is one of the chief advantages.
During nearly the whole of the period covered by this
series of cases I was without the services of a competent
anaestlhetist, and the risks and drawbacks of the method
had therefore to be compared, not with those of clhloroform
skilfully given, but with those of chlorofornm in the hands
of an untrained mnan. -Now tlhat- a- capable anaesthetist
lhas been appointed to this hospital the conditions are
different, bui-t one m-nay fairly expect- stovaine in hlis lhands
to show resuilts rather better than my owni.

In general practice in the cointry it must often be
difficult to get an assistant, and nmore often difficult to get
one who is in the habit of giving anaesthetics, - The use of
stovaine, -at any rate, reaches a fair level of efficiency in
inexperienced hands, the personal eqnation is less dis-
turbing, and this level of - efficiency can be reached by
a. man working single-handed.

- The danigers of stovaine are negligible comiipared to those
of a confident and inexperienced chloroformist, or to those
of chloroform given fitfully by the operator or by a lay-
man. Another advantage of stovaine in the case of patients
of poor vitality is that, instead of prelim-linary purging
and fasting, and subsequent nausea, the patients can be
fed at any time up to, during, and after tlre operation.
Witlh two of my cases-old men with enlarged prostates
who were very weak-this appeared to be a great lhelp.
They were fed up to time of operation, and given hot rum
and miilk immediately after it, and did not suffer from
shock.
The muiiiscular relaxation obtained with stovaine is more

mAarked than with deep chloroform anaesthesia. The
sphincter ani becomes so flaccid that motions are often
passed on the table, unless the rectuin has been previously
enmptied. Anlal operations are rendered muclh easier, and
the sphincter requires scarcely aniy stretching. In the
same way a bladder which is contracted and irritable
often gives rise to a good deal of trouble and delav uLinder
clhloroform, the chlloroform lhaving to be pushed before the
bladder can be adequately filled. The abdominal muscles
hiarden over it, and it is not easy to tell if the resistance to
distension is an active or passive one. With stovaine a
bladder of this kind dilates at once to its m-laximum size
under quite a low pressure.
For setting fractures the differelnce between the two is

less, but is still in favour of stovaine.
When a large number of cases lhave to be dealt 'with,

spinal anaesthesia saves a good deal of time, not only in
administration, but also because, if the list is finished
itnexpectedly early, other waiting cases can be added to
it without preparation. If there is much work or many
emplergency cases, it sometimes lhappens that miinor cases,
such as hernias or hydroceles, are prepared two or even
three days in succession and left over for want of time.
This is very trying for the patients, and cani he avoided by
umsing stovaine.
-T-This exhausts the most obvious advantages of stovainie

for cases of the kind described above. Of its use in
gynaecology I have no experience, and I have practically
not attempted to extend its general use above the umbilicus
for reasons already given.

Its disadvantages are considerable. - In the first place,
it is not abolhitely tristwortly.- Under tlhe conditions
described above there were over 10 per cent. of partial or
complete failures, and if it is necessary to have a ehloro-
formist in -waiting in case the stovaine does' nOt work, its

*Tmainsvu
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;chlief advantage for: general use - is, gone. Possibly this
estimate is too pessimistic, and when no anaesthetist is
available, it is- at any rate 9 to 1 on stovaine saving the
sitnation. And wLere two men are available it is betteu
to have an assistant, with a 1 in 10 clhance of -his enlding
up as aln -naesthetist, than to devote hiilm to that duty
fromi the start.

Again, the anaesthesia fails where it is necessary, as in
abdominal work, to extend the operation hiigher than was
anticipated, but in tile class of cases wlhiclh compose this
series this questioll does not arise. -

Tlle dosage cannot -easily be varied in the course of an
operation, it can be adapted beforelhand to the patient's
age or size, but not to his idiosyncrasy. In order to reacl
the necessary level and full degree of anaesthesia, a dose
must be given which will produce an effect lasting about
an hour,-even if the operation is going to be over in ten
minutes. As a matter of fact increased duration of the
anaesthesia does not seemii to involve any increased tax on
the patient's strength. The patients fail, if they fail at all,
at the beginning of the anaesthesia, and apart from loss of
blood improve towards the end. Of course an overdose of
chloroform can be checked by stopping its adlministration,
while an overdose of stovaine goes inevitably on. But
actually the risk of ani overdose is probably less witlh
stovaine than with chlor,oform; one is dealing witlh an
exact quantity of a pure drug, whereas with chlorofo,rm
given on a mask the amount which enters the patient's
.System bears no constant relation to the quantity dropped
fromtl the bottle, and can. only be roughly guessed at from
the effects it produces. The rate of administration, which
is so important with chloroform, also plays no part in
spinal anaesthesia. So that, though the original a,iminis-
tration admits of no adaptation, afterwards, the state of the
patient is the only factor not accurately known and con-
trolled. Giving chloroform is an art; giving stovaine is a
scientific experimenit.
As to the after-effects, experience differs. Mline has

been less fortunate. thani the reported results of others.
To make any fair comparison one should question a

simlilar number of chloroform cases, and probably they
would furnish a fairly forluidable list of -discomforts. But
after chloroform these are expected and talken for granted,
wAhereas when they occur after stovaine they are sought
for and diligently recorded. Although backache and head-
ache luay be a nuisance, or worse, to the patient, they do
niot lhave the disastrous effect on the wound that is some-
times brought about by the violent sickness occurring after
the administration of a general anaesthetic. If permanent
daamage were caused by stovaine the position would be
different; so far, I lhave seen no instance of it. A con-
sideration lyinig outside the scope of this comparison, but
important in a teaclling hospital, is the necessity of giving
students sufficient experience of the use of chloroform.
This is chiefly a question of the amount of material. If
this is small the students suffer; if it is ample they gain,
by learning two methods instead of one. There is no

question as to the necessity of all students learning to give
chloroform; this learnt, .there is much advantage in their
learning to use stovaine as well.
The class of cases in wlhich stovaine offers advantages

hlas been partly indicated above. In unskilled hands it is
probably safer not to attempt to get anaesthesia above the
navel-but this is a matter of opinion. Bladder and rectal
cases slhow the method at its best, and the excellenit short
paper by Mr. Thom, quoted above, shows what may be
done w%vith it in cases of shock from injury. I was-particu-
larly impressed-by his- third case. which I saw at the time;
and his concluding remarks on the use of stovaine in frac-
tures can hardly be improved on.' In combating shock
from injury it cannot be compared with chloroform, for it
-does good where chloroform does harim.

Its routine use in herniae and operations on the legs will
probably remain for some time a, question of the preference
of the patient and the-taste of tlle surgeon.
The most significant testimony to the value of this

method is that both my colleagues and I have gradually
'come to use it more and more. Dr. Dobbin, in the' gynaeco-
logical section, uses it almost exclusively; Mr. Madden, on
the surgical side, to about the same extent as myself. Thle
total number -of operations performed in the surgical
tlheatres of this hospital in 1910 excluding gynaecological
and minor operations which are performed elsewhere) was
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1,261, and of these 662, more than half, were performned
under spinal anaesthesia. The first cases were done in
October, 1907, so that the method has ceased to be a
novelty, and the increase has been a gradual one. More-
over, a large number of these operations were done by
assistant surgeolns or house-surgeons, wlho usecl the
aniaesthetic they preferred.
To sum up, it is clear that spinial anaesthesia, owing to

its limited field, can never replace chloroform. If we are
to be limited to one method that must, of course, be
general anaesthesia. But, in the ground common to botlh,
there is not a vast difference between the two metlhods in
ease, safety, and effectiveness, if these are taken togetlher
over a large number of cases. What there is, is slightly in
favour of general anaesthesia. Yet in a number of cases
spinal anaesthesia offers advantages which cannot be got
in any other wav, and its apparatus and technique are so
simple that it is worth any surgeon's while to use it when-
ever there is anything definite to be gained by it. In the
large number of cases whlere there is nothing to choose
between the methods, the use of stovaine becomes a matter
of taste and convenience

There seems to be a tendency in England to regard
spinal anaesthesia as a dangerous method, and one that
can only be employed successfully by a few experlts wiho
have devoted their attention to it. As far as miy experi-
ence goes this is less true than it is of chloroform-the
danger of spinal anaesthesia is about the same, and the
skill required for its administration less.
In conclusion, I should like to express mny especial

obligation to Dr. Aly Bey Ibrahim, miiy assistant surgeon,
and ml-y thanks to the English and Egyptian residents,
especially Dr. Thom and Dr. Maloney, to my successive
lhouse-surgeons, and to Dr. Slhahin, recently appointed
anaesthetist to the hospital, who have helped mce by
anaesthetizing cases, by keeping notes, and by miiaking
valuable suggestions.

REFERENCE.
La 71cet, October 1st, 1910.

A CASE OF PAROXYSMAL TACHYCARDIA.
BY

R. 0. MOON, M.D.OXON., F.R.C.P.,
PHYSICIAN TO THE WESTERN GENERAL DISPENSARY, MARBYLEBONE,

AND TO THE HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE HEAAUT, SOHO.

1. K., a tailoress, aged 35, came up to my out-patient
department at the Heart Hospital in 1909 complaininig
of palpitation of the heart and pains in the chest for
some years. On feeling the pulse I founld it was beating
at the rate of 180, but exalmination of the hleart
disclosed nothing abnormal beyond the rapidity of the
pulse.
She was said to have been delicate from ehildlhood, and began

to be subjeet to these attacks of rayid heart beating and palpita-
tion some fourteen years previous y. There was iiO history of
any other illness. The attacks used to come on about every
five or six months, beginning quite suddenly and unexpectedly,
very often soon after food, but also quite frequently in the
night. She herself associated the attack with indigestion.
The attack would last any time from four to twenty-four hours
and then pass off gradually. As is generally noted in these
cases of paroxysmal tachyeardia, she was not very mueh dis-
tresiGed, and would go to her work as usual; she could not,
however, lie down during an attack, and therefore when it
occurred at night she was a good deal troubled by it. On only
one occ&sion did she complain that she had severe pain in an
attack.

I saw lher fram time to time, when her pulse was usually
76, but I niever saw her with the tachyeardia againi as oni the
first occasion. She could never be persuaded to come into the
hospital, but by treatment of the indigestion she became much
better, the attacks very infrequent, and her condition generally
improved. In August, 1910, however, she had two attacks
lasting seven and ten bours respectively, after which there
were no more. I saw her in January, April, and May, 1911;
each time she complained of feeling generally weak, but there
were no more attacks of tachyeardia, and after May 15th I did
not s^e her again. Apparently she had -been fairly well till
September 2nd, and was at work that day the same as usual,
but about midnight she was seized with an attack. The friends
withl whom she lived were not alarmied, as it appeared to them
no different from other attacks; but she sooni complained of
very severe pain, calling out with the pain, which she had never
done before, aiid( saying that she was dying. At 4 a.m. she
became v-ery quiet, and died at 4.30. As she had not been to the
hospital for foeur months an inquest was held, and the post-

mortemi examination, which was made by Dr. Freyberger, dis-
closed anl unusually large patent foramen ovale, but an otherwise
normal heart.

Clinically I had never found any evidence of an organic
lesion of the heart, and I looked upon the case as one of
simple paroxysmal tachyeardia. Had we been able to
take her into the hospital, some features pointing to
the congenital lesion might have revealed themselves.
I have not come across, in the literature on the subject,
any other instance of paroxysmal tachyeardia being asso-
ciated with a congenital lesion, and consider that in this
instance the association was a purely accidental one.
Although the ultimate prognosis in paroxysmal tachycardia
is unfavourable, yet I think anything in the nature
of sudden death is distinctly rare; as a rule, the attacks
become more frequLent and last longer, the heart dilates,
and we have all the signs and symptoms of cardiac
insufficiency with backward pressure.

In my experience, most attacks of paroxysmal tachy-
cardia terminate abruptly, the heart appearing to the
patient to be jerked, so to speak, into the right place.
However, in this case the patient was quite clear that the
symptoms passed off gradually.

LEUCODERMIAIUNDERGOING PIGMIENTATION
ON EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT.

BY

K. H. JONES, M.B., CH.B.VICT.,
STAFF SURGEON, R.N.

Is view of the interest recently exhibited in certain patho-
logical conditions of the skin, concerned with the compara-
tive absence or excess of pigment in its layers, notes of the
following case may be worthy of record.

G. A. L., aged 18, entered the Royal Navy as a youth, in
January, 1911, and came undler my care for a scalp wound in
March of the same year. A few davs after his entry on the sick
list I saw him stripped to the waist, and the fact that he was
subject to leucodermia in a high degree was at once obvious.
The conidition affected the skin of the neck in front anid behind,
as well as that of both groinis. The usual condition obtained in
this case-there was a brownishl pigmentation of the skin, and
the patches devoid of pigment lay in- the coloured- portionl.
There was a yellowish ochreous coloration of the skin of the
sides and the front of the neck above the clavicles, and above
the vertebra prominiens belinid, alnd a much slighter pigmenta-
tion of that over both scapulae. On the left side of the neck
were two large oval patches of leucodermia about 11 in. long,
and about I in. wide, their long axes being approximately lhori-
zonital. In front of these patches and above them was a much
smaller one, of about the same shape. On the right side of the
neck were two small oval patches. Posteriorly a large butterfly-
shaped patch had its head at the vertebra promninens, and
extended over both scapulae. In the region of the groins pig-
mentation aind leucodermic patches were less well marked than
in the neck.
This youth was of a fair complexioni, with blue eyes, and his

skill was of the cream-coloured tint that tans a deep browni on
exinosure to the sun. He was sturdily built, enjoyedl general
excellent healtlh, and -had had the leucodermia ever since he
could remember. There was not the slightest suspicion of
syphilis in this case, but it is of interest that the distribution is
that usuallv associated with syphilitic leucodermia.
In July I had occasioni to look at this youth again, anid at

once noticedI a change in all the leucodermic patches on the
sides of the neck which were exposed to liglht. In all there
appeared a reddish blush of inflammation, and in all, but
especially in the two largest on the left side of the neck, there
had developed numerous oval and rounded areas, 2 or 3 mm. in
diameter, and of a brown colour; whilst a pigmentary inva-
sion of the periphery of the patches was also seen to be takinig
place. At the back of the neck alnd in the groins, where no
light reached the leucodermia, no change in them had taken
place.
This youth had previously to hlis entry into the navy worn

a high collar, and had been engaged in an indoor employ-
ment. Having to wear the characteristic open collar of a
bluejacket, exposed to the light, and particularly the sun-
light, portions of his skin which previously had been
covered, and the pigmentary invasion of the leucodermic
patches was probably the result.

It is stated by many authorities that the pigment
increases in these cases during the summer, and particu-
larly at the edges of the leucodermic patches. Stelwagon
of Philadelphia, cites a case in which all pigment waS
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